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Pages &gt; Roms &gt; GameBoy Color &gt; Pokemon Diamond and Jade (Hack) GBC ROM Pokemon Diamond and Jade are the pirated hacks of Keitai Denjū Terefangu (Telefang). Diamond is hacked from the Power Version, and Jade is hacked from the Speed Version. Screenshot: by Steven Hubs · September 29, 2019Pokemon Jade is a great game created with RPG Maker
XP and Pokemon Essentials Engine. The plot and plot of the game are completely different from other rom hacks. Download the Pokemon Jade RPG game for free as it is the latest Pokemon Rom hack that comes with an exciting storyline that makes everyone excited to make the game complete. Team Wild are rival teams and they are the rebel bandits of the area, you must
stop them before they get the legendary Pokemon hidden in the mysterious place. The area name is Ario which is strange and unique from other areas and areas available in other pokemon rom hacks. Let's move forward in the details section of this article and discover what are the special features available in this game that make it unique and more special. Game File Info:Game
Name: Pokemon Jade VersionPlatform: RPG / RMXP / PCStatus: Beta VersionTeam of the Game:Pepperton - Director, Programming Lead, Head of Story, pixel art, game designer, mapper rpgfaker – Co-Director, Game Design Lead, programmer, pixel artist XiareMorris – Art Lead, concept artist, pixel artist GatoPhilia – Concept artist, pixel artist Deepzekrom – Pixel
artistSnapshots of the Gameplay: Complete Overview and Walkthrough of Pokemon Jade Version For PC Download Team:Team Wild is one of the most dangerous teams in the whole area They constantly intimidate the locals and the characters of this area. They want supreme and eternal power over them by ruling them. In the area of Ario there exist some nice creatures of
pokemon. Some new Pokemon are also part of the game as it makes the game more complex and fun to play the game until the end. Goldwhite is a desert in the area of Ario, where some legendary Pokemon exist. The team name of the opponent is Team Wild looking for a special legendary Pokemon. For they want to gain some eternal power in the region. Soon the player is
aware of Team Wild's interior problems and he is ready to explore the Goldwhite Desert of the Ario region. But first, you have to make sure to find the key needed to bashing out that mysterious pokemon in the area as in Pokemon Arcoiris Download GBA ROM. Since this area contains a lot of barriers, all of them you face at the same time. It is important that in the mysterious land
of ario and it can unleash the power of this beast Pokemon. Now how to find the key? This is one of the important questions everyone asked from us. The answer is simple, there is no At all in finding this key, all you have to do is to test each and every place of ario. This way, you will soon find the key, and also, remember that you can also get the help of pokemon available in
pokedex. They all have special abilities of their own, so try to make them use in time. Team Wild Wants to Capture Legendary Pokemon: This is a reality of the game because this legendary Pokemon is a beast and the wild team has their own unsc moral views on gaining powers and such things. So that's why they want to capture this pokemon as soon as possible. A more
interesting fact about this beast Pokemon is that it can wipe out all the memory. So this is also the main reason that the wild team wants to wipe out all the memories of locals and pokemon. If they succeed in erasing everyone's memory, they will easily take the power of this area. They will become a strong team and will lead everyone. All of them will be slaves and they can't
regret this face if the wild team has this legendary Pokemon. Also, try Pokemon Ultimate Mega FireRed ROMNew Gyms and Custom UI: The game includes some new gyms around 8 in number and also, they have some new gym leaders. They have old traditions of competing people, nothing special has been changed in the gym. In addition, elite four and a champion are also
part of the game. There are several puzzles and missions that need to be completed as soon as you start the game and move forward in the game. In addition, the user interface of this game is completely changed and there is a newly refurbished menu type. List some great events of Pokemon Jade RPGXP Download Version: There is a new area name like Ario.The area is vast
and has nearly 100+ new Pokemon.New tiles and scenarios. The user interface is customizable and has new menus. Some new pokemon contests. The climate and atmosphere change over time. Day and night SystemPhysical and Special Split.Mapping is 20% complete. Download pokemon jade free version:Download HereTags: Beta ReleasePokemon JadePokemon Jade
DownloadRPG Maker XP Pokemon Jade is different from all other Pokemon hacks because it is not based on any Nintendo Pokemon ROM. Besides Pokemon Diamond, they are bootlegged versions of Keitai Denjuu Telefang 1. The Power version was used to create Diamond, and the Speed Version became Jade. Pokemon Jade has also been used for the name for an edited
version of a pirated game called Sonic Adventures 7. You can play it in your spare time, don't forget to use the Save the State function to keep your progress easy. You can bookmark this page and our website for more information about Pokemon You won't miss any new hacks. New gameplay features &amp; storylines. All Pokemon are now Fakemon. New graphics. Screenshot
Trailers Pokemon Jade Download Note: For hacks to be released and downloaded, we'll show you how to download the files &amp; its fakes for and video tutorials use them to play games on your device. To check for downloadable hacks, look for the information box at the top of this page. Thank you. Name: Pokemon Velvet Type: GBA Hack's: FireRed Language: English
Creator: Zura Welcome to the Toa area. You begin your journey after moving here from Sinnoh. Your friend Jade got up and went out to start his journey, which was as fast and energetic as always. Professor Sugi, Professor Pokemon of this region, is currently studying evolution and why so many Pokemon flock to Toa in a remote town. There are teleporters in the game
developed by a scientist called Jesse. You can learn more about these things as you progress in the story. Team Umbra is an anonymous group that has stolen technology together and opened teleporters to capture the legendary Pokemon in the sanctuary. Physics / Special / New Pokemon split status moves from every area Sprites new trainer and egg nest overworlds Fairy
Type B / W Repelling reusable system TMs Catch Pokemon EXP achieves IVs Show Wild Double Battles Looking for something else? Check out the full list here. You can play Pokemon Jade (GBC) online on a Web browser (supports Chrome/Firefox/Safari/IE) or Download then play offline with GBA/GBC Emulator. Name: Pokemon Jade Created by: Pepperton Pokemon Jade
Youtube Channel: Source Link: Description: Hello, Welcome back to Pokemoner.com, and I'm Pokemoner. We'll play Pepperton's Pokemon Jade. It's an RPGXP game you can play on PC or Android through Joiplay. You are a coach at Ario, it is based in Australia. You have over 100 Fakemon, a new Pokemon league, a new custom user interface, a new story and more... Let's
play! Team Wild is a largely disastrous rebel bandit group around the Goldwhite Desert on Ario's eastern border. They are constantly looking for something but it's not easy to know what. Players are gradually aware of Team Wild's final plans and what they are looking for. It seems deep in the ruins of the Goldwhite desert lies an extremely powerful and mysterious legendary
Pokemon. However, the only way to meet this Pokemon is by using a key hidden somewhere in Ario's mystery, and there are several puzzles scattered throughout the area, if solved and stitched together, resulting in the key needed to free this beast. Wild team leader wants to capture this legendary Pokemon because it has great ability to erase the memory of the entire
population. The leader wants to use this power to clean up the memory of the Pokemon world about how Pokemon should be treated and then create a new society in which Pokemon are considered money and slaves of all kinds. He will be able to put himself at the top of the ladder in new society as The rarest and most unique pokemon of all Ario, the legendary Pokemon, thus
becoming Ario's unsymmless dictator. It's up to you to stop Team Wild from recognizing this terrifying reality! New 100+ Pokemon feature - The Ario Region is just home to Pokemon native to its land, based in beautiful Australia. In this tropical region you will find tons of new faces to link up with! Numbers may vary, maybe more or less. 8 Gyms, Elite Four and a Champion - This
game follows the traditional system, but don't fret, every gym leader will come with fun puzzles and galore challenges! The area is completely original - Ario is like no other area in the original Pokemon games. It has a lot of climate and the atmosphere will keep the gameplay feeling fresh. Custom user interface - Some gaming mechanisms will be re-refurbished for a new,
customized user interface. And more! – The game has been in development for about six months up to this point, and a lot is still in place, so expect this list to grow even more as time passes! FAQ Q: Is the game over? A: No q: When will the game be completed? A: Uncertain. Hopefully before 2021. Q: When does the current beta end? A: Beta v2.x goes up to the 6th gym. Q:
When does the Pokemon X grow? A: Q: Can I catch X Pokemon in the current beta version? A: Q: Where do I catch X Pokemon? A: Currently, use the Pokedex Area feature in the game. Finally, we will update the document referenced above with this information. Q: Can I watch Pokedex in full? A: Sure. (design &amp; sprites not finally) Q: Where do I get Rock Smash? A: After
beating the 2nd gym, on the way to the next route, you will see your opponent in the middle of the street. They will give you Rock Smash. Q: Where do I get the fly? A: From a woman in a house in the town of Jadelaide. Q: Where do I get cut? A: From a man in a house in Sunnyvale City. Q: Where do I get power? A: From a man in a house in the city of Lydney. Q: Where do I get
Rock Climb? A: It's in a pokeball in goldwhite Desert Caverns. Q: Where do I get lucky eggs? A: It is located in a hidden area between buildings to the right of the M&amp;Tower K in Melbourne. Q: Are shiny Pokemon available? A: Currently, there is no Q: Is there a wiki? A: No. There may be one in the future, especially if we get people who can help it's together, but for now, no.
We want to focus on finishing the game. Q: Looking to add someone to a group? A: We will benefit greatly from: user interface design, quality assurance check, people to help make a wiki We do not need, but will appreciate: Musician / composer, pixel artist, concept / digital artist If you are interested in joining the group, please Pepperton on any platform or post #recruiting our
official discord - . Changelog: Beta v2.1 – Released August 2, 2020 Length: Six Gym-Builds Ended After You Beat Gym Friday -Content is approximately ~11-12 hours according to initial estimates. -90+ can achieve Pokemon Known glitch for Pokemon Jade v2.1 as of 8/2/20: IMPORTANT: -Pressing F12 can cause your game to crash, avoid doing so. -If you use Teleport after
entering Team Wild Headquarters on Drottnest Island and before visiting any other town, you will be teleported to the middle of the ocean and trapped. (fixed, pending new release) MINOR/AESTHETICS: -If you are resying from a previously saved file where you complete all the Beta v1.x content, you can get a repeat of the rival phone calls that occur at the tail end of the beta
version the next time you enter Merth Village. -Moving powder grasses can affect grasses -Some Pokemon evolutions have EXP-like exp-like forms of their babies (fixed, pending new release) -Electrics type not immune to paralysis -Rock Climb animation does not alter the character's tone based on the time of day (fixed, Pending new release) -Various minor collision errors
DEPRECATED BUGS (bugs existed in the previous version most recently): -Go back and talk to Flo after you get Key Riddle 1 (fixed in v2.1) -Talk to the bug catcher in Melbourne who wants to trade for a Granpede crash game. (fixed in v2.1) -Shadow pixel error with the protagonist and gym leader Wendy (fixed in v2.1) -If you fish while surfing, you momentarily stand in the
water before continuing the surfing animation (fixed in v2.1) -If you surf in route 11, Pokemon Wild Fight Back will be the wild grass battle back (fixed in v2.1) -You can get around the entrance to Ibex Coral Reef and walk on the water + reach the edge of the map (fixed in v2.1) -You can find Poochyena in Kakaru Rainforest (Deep) (fixed in v2.1) If you have a question not listed
here , please post it in #questions channel of our official Discord. This game is an RPGXP game. It's Beta in English. Screenshot: Gameplay: Document: Pokemon Jade - Evolution Download: Download Pokemon Jade Beta 2.1 (Beta - Official Link) —Back-up Link Below—- Download Pokemon Jade Beta 2.1 (Beta - Back-up Link) Link)
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